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Executive Summary: 
The AICI Focus Group discussions form the next steps to engage AICI’s broader 
international membership on key issues of strategic importance to AICI. The online 
quantitative survey and the qualitative opinion leader interviews primarily focused on AICI 
members and opinion leaders based in the United States. The Focus Group discussions 
therefore play a key role in helping the AICI leadership understand the market dynamics, 
member needs and aspirations and strategies which would help AICI grow its presence in 
these key growth regions around the world. 

The Focus Group Process: 
The focus group research forms the third phase of market research focusing on the AICI 
membership from key regions from around the world viz. Americas (Non US), Australia and 
New Zealand and Asia. Three focus group discussions were conducted for each of the 
aforementioned three regions between the 8th of March and the 12 of March 2012. The 
Focus groups were conducted keeping in mind three major thrust areas in the strategic 
planning process. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participants: 
In total, 19 participants participated across the three regions (an average of 6 attendees 
per focus group). The names of the participants at each focus group can be found in the 
summary reports that follow. Of all the three groups, the Americas and Asia focus groups 
had 7 participants each while the Australia and New Zealand focus group had six (including 
one participant giving her response in writing). 

 

To test our findings from the quantitative and qualitative research efforts thus 
far to see if they rang true for each of these groups 

It allowed us to ask what each group thought, were some of the key highlights of 
AICI’s strategic environment in terms of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats 

It also helped us understand some of the key issues in the areas of branding and 
communications, certifications, translation of materials and member benefits 
specific to these regional markets which need to be redressed in the strategic 
planning exercise 

1 

2 

3 
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Summary of the S.W.O.T Analysis: 
The S.W.O.T analysis is a methodology which helps in assessing the internal and external 
strategic environments for an organization. While “Strengths” and “Weaknesses” are 
factors inherent to the assessment of an organization’s internal operations, “Opportunities” 
and “Threats/Challenges” form the core of the assessments pertaining to external factors 
that might be influence the organization’s ability to achieve its strategic goals and 
objectives. 

Quantitative results from the S.W.O.T Analysis: 
The following table gives you an idea of the number of responses received under each 
segment of the S.W.O.T analysis: 

S.W.O.T Segment Total Reponses Average Response 

Strengths 13 4.33 

Weaknesses 39 13 

Opportunities 24 8 

Threats/Challenges 11 3.66 

 

From the above table it is interesting to note that the number of weaknesses identified is 
three times the number of strengths highlighted. This is primarily due to one particular 
focus group which felt that the market dynamics of their region was different from the rest 
of the world and being one of the high potential markets in the future, these participants 
have done a thorough job in highlighting improvements they would like to see during the 
future course of their association with AICI. The other two focus groups have been 
balanced in their respective assessments. When more weaknesses are found than threats, 
this implies that participants were very honest in their organizational assessment and are 
actively involved with the organization, which is how they demonstrate a sound 
understanding of underlying issues. 

It is also interesting to note, that focus group participants have identified potential 
opportunities for AICI which are more than double the number of Threats/Challenges. This 
is definitely an indicator of the fact that members are well acquainted with the image 
consulting profession and are upbeat on their outlook about future opportunities that AICI 
could capitalize on. Low threat perceptions are an indicator of the fact that the participants 
do not perceive any substantial threat to the organization’s standing in the near future. 
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With most of the participants being well connected and highly networked image 
consultants, this can be considered to be a positive sign for AICI. 

Common Findings from the S.W.O.T analysis: 
Despite the fact that the AICI Focus group participants were dispersed all across the globe, 
there were a lot of commonalities which came out from the respective S.W.O.T assessments 
of each of the three groups. In addition to these common themes, there were subtle 
variances in responses from one group to another primarily due to the regional diversities 
and varying market dynamics. 

Highlighting some of the key strengths of AICI, participants felt that AICI is a one of its kind, 
international organization in the image consulting industry. They also felt that the 
international stature of the organization was a key strength as this gave image consultants 
across the world, a common platform to learn and network. In addition, attendees also 
highlighted the fact that AICI’s certification, conferences and educational programs were of 
good quality and highly sought after by a majority of image consultants. 

A majority of the participants highlighted the fact that an extremely competent and highly 
regarded international board and senior management were the pillars of AICI’s strength. 
Some of the participants also felt that being members of an international organization of 
repute along with the AICI certification logo carried a lot of weight in conducting day today 
business. 

With regard to weaknesses, participants had numerous suggestions for improvement. 
While some of the suggestions are global in nature others are very specific to regional 
membership needs and market dynamics. One of the key issues highlighted in all the Focus 
Group discussions was about the lack of a clear branding strategy from AICI. Participants 
felt that there needs to be a coordinated branding effort that needs to be undertaken at a 
local chapter level as well as at a global level, by AICI. Many of them also felt that despite 
being an international organization AICI has not yet embraced all the qualities that are core 
to an organization operating at a global level like availability of regional webpages on the 
international website, promoting research and development in various areas within image 
consulting, translation of materials into regional languages, organizing international 
conferences at different locations across the world based on the global needs of 
membership, availability of translators at global conferences (esp. for members from 
countries like China and Japan) and global representation on the international board. In 
addition to these issues, participants also felt that non certified members of AICI should not 
be represented on AICI’s website because such benefits do not motivate members to 
pursue certification. Participants also unanimously highlighted the fact that AICI 
membership has become prohibitively expensive over the years and that this has led many 
members to rethink about continuing their membership with the organization.  
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On the potential opportunities available for AICI to explore, members from all the three 
focus groups came up with many distinctly bright ideas. Members felt that participation in 
national and international level events, building partnerships with well-known retailers 
and reconstruction of the AICI website to make it user friendly would definitely help in 
promoting brand awareness. In addition, members also felt that - provision of online 
materials which can be downloaded and used by members, latest industry trends, 
partnership with beauty and fashion schools inorder to build an image curriculum, 
Webinars and speaker series from well-known image consultants and from professionals in 
allied fields which can be made available online for a fee and conferences and programs 
organized around the globe so that this incentivizes members from all the regions to 
participate – would definitely help AICI in promoting itself as well as its certification 
programs. Participants also felt the need for regional coordination centers, which would 
basically help in effective coordination between various chapters around the world and 
AICI’s Headquarters. Social media presence, regional media promotion plans and AICI 
webpages in international languages would result in greater recognition and market 
penetration for AICI, the participants felt. 

While the number of threats/ challenges highlighted by the focus group participants was 
limited in number, it would be quintessential for AICI to take a critical note of some of these 
issues. Participants felt that one of the key threats emanated from the fact that a number of 
non-certified members and some members who have not renewed their memberships, still 
using AICI credentials. They also felt the need for a person in a regulatory capacity in each 
region to monitor the use of AICI credentials by members. In addition, members also felt 
that high membership fees could turn away many potential members as well as make the 
existing ones rethink about continuing their memberships with AICI. In some places like 
Singapore, self-formed groups of image consultants were already forming local networking 
groups. It would be extremely critical for AICI to take cognizance of the issue and to take 
these self-formed groups into its fold through member sops and other benefits, one of the 
participants felt. 
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Summary of Discussion Topics: 
Based on the research results from the online quantitative survey as well as the Opinion 
Leader interviews, the following topics emerged as the key discussion topics for the Focus 
Group discussions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantitative Results from Discussion topics: 
 

Discussion Topic Total Reponses Average Response 

Branding and Certification 31 10.33 

Translations 16 5.33 

Other ways to serve 
members better 14 4.66 

 

Branding and Certification followed by the issue of translations and the costs associated, 
were the two most talked about topics in all the three focus groups. The international 
membership in all the countries felt that there need to be sustained branding efforts that 
AICI needs to undertake esp. at a local chapter level in various countries apart from 
international branding exercises. Social media, You Tube, local media in different countries 
etc.. could be very good channels to promote AICI’s brand and offerings. 

Participants also felt that listing of non-certified members on AICI’s website was one of the 
reasons for members not pursuing certification. There was also a feeling that AICI’s 
certification programs could be improved by including specialization streams like Hair, 

What would be the most cost-effective ways AICI could promote its brand as well as 
the value of the AICI certification in their markets?  

Translations into languages other than English, how important is this and how can 
these costs best be covered? 

Are there any other ways that AICI might better serve the needs of members to build 
their businesses and feel more connected to the organization? 

1 

2 

3 
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Style etc.. In addition, members also felt the need for the availability of study materials, 
webinars and specialist conferences online (for a price) and suggested that AICI needed 
greater focus on research and development efforts in the image consulting line. 

Participants also felt that partnering with educational institutions, retailers and the fashion 
industry would not only aid in improving AICI’s brand image but would also attract 
members to join AICI due to attractive business and networking prospects. 

On the issue of translations, participants from non-English speaking countries were the 
most vocal about voicing their concerns, while those from English speaking nations agreed 
with the cost benefit analysis presented in the question while at the same time agreeing to 
the point that translations were a necessity in an international organization like AICI. 
Participants felt that membership in countries like China was dwindling because of the 
non-availability of materials in Chinese. They also suggested that in countries like China 
and Japan, AICI materials and regional website needed to be translated into the local 
language. Lack of interpreters in annual conferences was stated to be one of the reasons for 
the low participation from Chinese and Japanese members. 

In addition to the above issues, participants felt the need for their countries (esp. China) to 
be represented on AICI’s international board as this would help them effectively put issues 
across to the leadership team. A majority of the participants also felt that AICI needed to 
take note of the high membership fees it was charging along with additional charges for 
certification and that in countries like China where members are highly ROI conscious; this 
is proving to be detrimental to AICI’s growth. 

Common Findings from Discussion Topics: 
AICI members from the United States as well as from the different regions around the 
world hold common ground on many of their issues and concerns pertaining to AICI. It is a 
unanimous feeling amongst all of AICI’s membership that the organization needs to invest 
greater energies into being better known in the society at large through sustained, 
marketing and branding efforts. Members have also unequivocally stated the need for an 
upgraded website which is easier to navigate. In addition to the above a majority of the 
membership have also provided suggestions on improving the quality of conferences by 
including latest trends, styles from within the industry and across the globe. Members have 
also held common ground in suggesting that AICI embrace technology to a greater extent 
by organizing webinars, providing online journals and study materials, be active on social 
networks and harp on online advertisements and telecasts.  

Ethical issues like usage of AICI logo by non-members or listing of non-certified members 
on AICI’s website have also been common points of concern between local and 
international chapter members. In addition, many members (both local and international) 
have highlighted the growing membership fees to be another reason for many potential 
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members not joining the AICI fold or existing membership having second thoughts about 
continuing with AICI. 

Differences on Discussion Topics: 
 One of the major areas of disagreement amongst many of the members, is the topic of 
undertaking translations into international languages. While international members from 
China and Japan feel that translation of materials into different languages needs to be an 
inherent part of an international organization, other members from English speaking 
nations feel that it is fair to invest in translations only in countries where the returns can be 
realized through increasing membership. As a counter argument to this, participants from 
China and Japan have stated declines in membership levels because language was the 
biggest hurdle. In addition, international members also felt the need for AICI to organize 
seminars and international conferences in different membership countries across the 
world, as this gives members from different countries to host and participate in such 
events. 

Americas Report (Non US) 

Conducted on: 8 March 2012 (3PM EST) 

Executive Summary: 
The Americas focus group comprised of seven members in total from different countries 
like Canada and Mexico. Participants highlighted the fact that being a part of an 
international organization like AICI carried a lot of weight and that the certification and 
credibility that came along with an association like AICI was second to none. Participants 
also felt that in countries like Mexico, the AICI logo and certification itself carried great 
brand value. 

Having said that, participants also felt that AICI needed to invest greater time and energies 
in marketing and branding campaigns internationally and in the respective regional 
markets. Partnerships with retailers and universities and other initiatives on the social 
media, You Tube videos were some of the suggestions to improve brand awareness. In 
addition, some of the participants also suggested that AICI should look into regional 
operations by setting up regional offices which would be responsible for translations, 
memberships, conferences and marketing related efforts for their respective regions. 
Participants felt that this model would be more effective in an international level. 

 

Participants also felt that very few people were doing the majority of the work and that 
recognition within the organization is lacking. Participants stressed the need for AICI to 
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market the caring community image to the public. In addition, participants highlighted a 
greater need for translation of AICI materials into Spanish and that AICI needs to consider 
hosting international conferences in different locations across the globe as this would give 
members from other countries an opportunity to attend these conferences as well. 

Participants felt that there was substantial opportunity for AICI, if it marketed the benefits 
of the certification program well esp. in Latin American countries like Chile, Peru, 
Venezuela etc.. Tie ups with universities and educational institutions to offer programs on 
image, tie ups with government institutions and collaborations with student bodies  were 
some of the key opportunities suggested by participants.  

Participants felt that misuse of AICI certification and the AICI logo to be one of the major 
threats along with the uncertainties of the economy. 

Members also felt the need for translation of AICI materials and felt the need for regional 
AICI webpages to be created in regional languages. Participants felt that language was one 
of the major barriers in augmenting membership numbers. 

In addition, many participants also said that they were happy with the current benefits 
they are enjoying as AICI members and that they found the benefits and teleconferences to 
be good. In addition, some of the participants also suggested that apart from making the 
website user friendly, it would also be helpful if there were separate webpages made 
available exclusively for AICI members. Participants also suggested having membership 
drives at chapter levels and special benefits (CEU’s) for membership referrals. 

Participants: 
 Carolina Bejar 

 Karen Brunger 

 Angèle Desgagné 

 Rossy Garbbez 

 Michelle Horne 

 Daniela Mastragostino 

 Carol Robichaud 
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S.W.O.T Analysis: 
 

o Strengths 
 Certification  
 Credibility  
 In Mexico- certification, the logo on the business card, recognition  
 Recognition of being international 
 The Board Of Directors (International) 
 Supportive Members, Caring Community  
 AICI is the most well known image association  

o Weaknesses 
 AICI brand image is not clear  
 The same people are doing all the work  
 There are not enough members taking on responsibilities  
 Language (need more documents in Spanish)  
 The caring community is not reflected in the public image  
 Lack of recognition  
 Anyone can call themselves an image consultant without having the credentials  
 Efforts to broaden membership is contradictory with efforts to promote 

certifications  
 There are many regional events so the attendance at the international 

convention is low, Could have alternate conventions in international locations 
East and West  

 Some chapters excluding members from their communications  
 Need for more control over local chapters  

o Opportunities  
 Certified education units  
 Who we are as an association, as individual image consultants, there has not 

been a lot of exposure of the field, we have not even started to promote AICI  
 Building awareness of certification benefits  
 Regional Growth 

• Opportunities to grow membership in Asia for example  
• Latin America is a huge opportunity, build awareness (Venezuela, 

Colombia, Chile, Peru...)  
• To have AICI grow overseas, in a self sustaining manner  

 New University programs for image consulting  
 Certification and knowledge diffusion with core competencies  
 Partnerships with government education departments  
 University programs, student body  
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 Important for each chapter to come together to communicate as a group on how 
we can get the AICI Brand exposed and our AICI MEMBERS & Image Consultants 
 in a cost efficient way.  
 

o Threats  
 There are many people that are using the logo without the knowledge or the 

certification  
 Misuse of Logo & AICI name and certification  
 CIP certification confusion with AICI (Mexico)  
 Economic downturn  
 Unethical behavior of members  

 

Cost effective ways to promote its brand and value of AICI certification 
 

• With its Membership – word of mouth  
• Using university profs and trainers  
• Partnerships with affiliates at the national level and some retailers at the 

international level  
• Marketing company? Cost?  
• Social media  
• International commercial  
• Youtube video  
• Advertisements, radio, prints, magazine  
• Competition within the chapters to see which chapter (including individual 

members from that chapter) can generate the most PR for AICI  
• If each chapter could sit down with a core group of members to find ideas to get 

media exposure for low cost (ex. University programs)  
• Another issue which has been brought up in the past was Regional Branches of AICI. 

 North America/Asia/Latin etc…If we can achieve the numbers in these regions then 
possibly many of our issues could be solved as each regional branch of AICI would 
be responsible for their translations, conferences: more people maybe able to 
attend, less responsibility of the International Board members. International 
Exposure with the various regions promoting & marketing the Brand name AICI. 
Increasing members therefore increasing revenues.  I do however understand that 
we need a  Head    Office and this also can be complex, time consuming, and financial 
situation. 
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Translations into other languages and covering translation costs: 
 

• Translation makes sense after a certain number of members (120 speaking the same 
language)  

• Committee of translators, translations done by membership  
• Website translation  
• Lack of translation is barrier to membership, increased translation increased 

membership  
• More translation on a regional level by volunteers  
• Stipend for translation?  

 

Can AICI better serve the needs of its members to build their businesses?: 
 

• AICI does a great job on a lot of things, networking, teleconferences 
• I don’t look to them to help brand me...  
• Happy with AICI, membership benefits are good  
• Internally AICI has done a great job, I expect them to brand the AICI name but not 

myself  
• Branding is needed, how to build awareness  
• Currently AICI promotes all members, different levels are apparent  
• Making the website user friendly 
• Two websites, one for members and one for general public  
• AICI needs to work on exposure, give value to the logo, be well known to clients and 

prospective clients of image consultants  
• Emphasis conferences on a regional level  
• More volunteers, volunteer hours an element of membership   
• Another suggestion, would be a chapter membership drive. i.e. The top 3 Chapter 

recruiting the most members receives some educational benefit or incentive on   a 
chapter level.  
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Australia and New Zealand 

Conducted on: 11 March 2012 (3PM EST) 

Executive Summary: 
The Australia and New Zealand focus group comprised of five participants and all of them 
were accomplished image consultants and have had a long association with AICI. Members 
of this group highlighted the fact that AICI had a good leadership team and that the AICI’s 
international board had very good leaders. Participants also felt that AICI conferences were 
excellent and found some of the programs and seminars extremely useful. 

On the weaknesses front, the participants (though being English speakers) felt the need for 
translations. In addition, they also suggested using automated translations and then 
manual verification in certain cases. The group also felt that branding was definitely an 
important improvement area and also felt that AICI also had the responsibility of 
marketing the image consulting profession in general and needed to bring out 
differentiators between stylists and image consultants. They also felt that the website was 
not user friendly and that AICI could make some improvements in this regard. This group 
also felt the need for regional webpages as local chapter information can be readily 
accessed by members. 

Participants also felt that the best way AICI could promote itself and make the brand more 
visible was through partnering with corporates, co-hosting international events and  by 
offering innovative online services like online shopping etc.. Participants also felt the need 
for AICI to make the FLC exam compulsory within one year of membership for all its 
members to continue their membership with AICI. They also felt that local chapters need to 
educate members about the benefits of certification and motivate their members to get 
certified and suggested that only accredited members should be profiled on AICI’s website 
and certification logo’s awarded as per the certification levels of members. 

The Focus group participants also encouraged AICI to make as much study and reference 
material available online to enhance ease of information access and also suggested that 
webinars and online speaker series could help those members immensely who are not able 
to attend conferences on a regular basis.  

In addition, this group also felt that regional coordination centers were essential to ensure 
smooth regional governance and coordination without internal strife’s breaking out within 
local chapters. 
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Participants: 
 Leonie Dobbs  

 Evelyn Lundstrom  

 Clare Maxfield  

 Helen Robinett  

 Ann Reinten  

S.W.O.T Analysis: 
 

• Strengths: 
o Good leadership team. Good leaders on the international board. Local chapters 

doing excellent work in organizing and leading. 
o Conferences are excellent. Very good quality programs being offered in 

conferences. 
 

• Weaknesses: 
o Needs to cover other major languages being an international organization.  
o Explore options to undertake automated translations and have them verified 

through someone with a regional language expertise.  
o There needs to be further action on the branding front on the local level. 

Essential for building awareness. 
o There need to be differentiators between stylists and image consultants and AICI 

has not marketed or highlighted the differentiators.  
o Website is not user friendly. 

• Opportunities: 
o Sponsor events like large charity events for example offer a gift or a prize in 

large events. For example Cancer research events and other events in which AICI 
members are involved. 

o Focus on online commercial activities like for example online shopping for 
clients. 

o Global conferences can be offered in different international locations. 
o To make AICI stronger, make membership accountable for some of the best 

image consultants – training, grooming etc. 
o Put strength into regions around the world like Asia Pac, Europe etc. Develop 

chapters internationally and develop memberships in these regions. 
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o Make the accreditation FLC exam compulsory in a year or two of their joining 
AICI. 

o Build differentiators for the image consulting professions – esp. stylists and 
image consultants and promote the image consultant community and the quality 
of services provided to the general public. 

o Develop regional coordination centers to help local chapters effectively 
coordinate and plan activities and to prevent internal strife. 

o Focus on online learning and put lot of online learning material on AICI website 
so that members can access and refer to such materials at a time of convenience. 
Charge for training programs from well-known trainers. Ex: 30% of fees goes to 
AICI and 70% to the trainers. Have a different price structure for members and 
nonmembers. 

o Create Social network AICI groups for all members across the world to connect. 
 

• Threats: 
o High fees could turn away members in a still weak economy 

 

Cost effective ways to promote its brand and value of AICI certification 
 

• Members should be motivated within the chapters to be certified. There needs to be a 
push from the chapters for members to be certified. 

• Profile of accredited members on AICI website and promotions for such members. 
• Members who are not certified should not be promoted on AICI website. 
• Social media is a cheap cost effective and efficient tool to connect to a larger community 

and to build brand awareness. 
• Leaders to be available to mentor or help members with professional issues by 

phone/skype. This support like a buddy system makes chapters closely knit and this 
should work internationally as well. 

• Need to put business caps on inorder to make AICI profitable.  
• Develop advisory committees comprising of senior members in each region to help all 

the regional chapters be guided by these long standing passionate AICI members. 
• Certification awareness needs to come at a chapter level esp. in chapter meetings. On 

the website, there needs to be a louder promotion of the certification. 
• A certification logo can be given to certified consultants with the name of the chapter 

the member is affiliated to alongwith the level of accreditation. This will help them 
promote themselves during correspondences to clients etc.. 
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Translations into other languages and covering translation costs: 
 

• This is reasonable. 
• To be done on a regional basis as per members’ language needs wherever they are 

globally.  
• India, Singapore, Malaysia, Middle East (Arabic), Japan are some of the strong 

growth markets where the language issues need to be taken into consideration. 
• A lot of countries where AICI does not have a strong presence or growth in is due to 

language/ translation issues like Vietnam, China etc..because of language issues AICI 
is not able to connect with image consultants in these markets. 

 

Can AICI better serve the needs of its members to build their businesses?: 
 

• Staff focusing on helping support regional conferences. Support larger conferences 
which regional chapters an put up and support in their respective regions. Financial 
support for larger events. 

• Need one or two international advertising campaigns by the head office inorder for 
local chapters to promote awareness amongst their members and in turn increase 
the number of attendees. Promotions through  - Website, Internet and other 
electronic media. 

• Regional website information to be provided so that members can focus on 
information pertaining to their specific region like Asia Pac, Europe etc. Promotions, 
events etc.. can also be updated on the regional page which can be visited by local 
members. 
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Asia 

Conducted on: 12 March 2012 (10PM EST) 

Executive Summary: 
The Asia focus group comprised of seven participants from different Asian countries like 
China, Japan, Philippines and Singapore. Participants in this group felt that it was important 
for them to be associated with a well reputed international organization like AICI and also 
highlighted the fact that AICI was the only organization offering training and certification in 
the image consulting business. Participants also felt that AICI also hosted a number of well-
known speakers and conferences which were extremely valuable. 

Having said this, members in this group were also of the opinion that though being an 
international organization AICI has still not completely embraced its international stature. 
They also felt that inspite of being an international organization, non-English speaking 
members were not given sufficient consideration like for example Chinese and Japanese 
members were reluctant to attend international conferences due to non-availability of 
interpreters, non-availability of tailor made conferences, programs and CEU’s  for non-
English speaking members has resulted in a number of members discontinuing their 
membership. Participants also talked about the unwillingness of many of their non-English 
speaking members to attend the annual conference at Hawaii and suggested that AICI hold 
annual conferences globally in different member countries each year as this would provide 
an impetus to all the AICI members from the local chapters and nearby regions to attend 
these global events. 

Some of the participants also voiced their concerns about AICI not growing from a social 
organization to a professional, research oriented organization. They felt that by partnering 
with local universities and by engaging with highly experienced image consultant members 
could help AICI leverage its brand and gain recognition as a research oriented professional 
organization. Participants also felt that many of AICI’s materials pertaining to Etiquette, 
Style etc.. were not relevant to the Asian markets due to the cultural differences between 
the east and the west. They also suggested the need for AICI to tailor its courses specifically 
for image consultants in Asia and nearby regions. 

In addition to the above, all the participants in this group were extremely vocal about their 
concerns regarding translation of materials. Participants felt that due to the lack of a 
regional webpage and translated materials members in countries like China and Japan 
were not able to make full use of their AICI member benefits. This issue coupled with high 
membership costs has resulted in a steep decline in AICI membership numbers in countries 
like China (60 to 38). Though participants did agree to undertake translations on a 
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voluntary basis, they also felt that volunteers need to be compensated by form of CEU’s or 
invitations to international conferences etc.. 

On the issue of membership fees, participants from China especially felt that the fee 
structure proposed by AICI was very high compared to Chinese standards. They also 
suggested that China being an extremely ROI conscious society, it was essential for AICI to 
explore low cost avenues in delivering programs and materials to Chinese members. 

Participants from China also brought about one special case of online fee payment which is 
a major source of consternation for Chinese members. Since most of the webpages and 
payment instructions are in English, members find it difficult to understand the content 
and make payments on time. Participants suggested that a good solution to this problem 
would be to allow Chinese members to pay their fees on a three year basis instead of the 
ongoing yearly payments. 

Participants in this group also felt that it would be extremely beneficial for AICI to establish 
connections in local media, conduct industry surveys and share results of latest trends and 
survey results with members through local media groups in places like Beijing, Shanghai, 
Dalian, Shenzhen, Manila, Tokyo, Seoul, Singapore etc..  

Finally, participants also suggested that having a Board member on the international board 
of AICI (like Betty Chu) would help AICI resolve some of the regional issues pertaining to 
Asia effectively. 
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Participants: 
 Carmina Bergonia  

 Melissa Chor  

 Helen Hu  

 Olen Juarez  

 Maria Kim  

 Yan Liang 

 Keiko Nagao 

S.W.O.T Analysis: 
 

• Strengths: 
o A major strength is being an international organization and the ability to attract 

international membership 
o Certification program is a major plus. Not many image organizations offer 

certifications and this adds to the professionalism of the organization. 
o Lot of resources like speakers and trainers 

• Weaknesses: 
o AICI has still not embraced its global stature and the various complexities involved 

with it including translations and the tools for international communications 
o AICI needs to take cognizance of issues pertaining to international members 
o Branding and awarenesss about the organization still not at acceptable levels. 
o Lack of research and development for continuing education – While there are 

existing programs there is no improvement in this area on a continual basis esp. 
being the largest association in the image consulting industry. This could be 
addressed through greater collaboration with academic institutions. 

o AICI has not gone beyond being a social organization and AICI has not explored 
options beyond this. Have not provided anything beyond what has been provided 
for the last five years. 

o Lack of consideration for non English speaking members. Most international 
members being English speaking, do not show sufficient consideration to members 
coming from non English speaking countries.  
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o No special programs, CEU’s and membership benefits for non English speaking 
members. This has resulted in a lot of non English speaking members discontinuing 
their membership. 

o Members reluctant to attend Hawaii conference because they are skeptical of the 
benefits. 

o Support members in their businesses instead of AICI competing directly with its 
members like Public Offerings, Programs offered etc.. 

o Resources and expertise are not evenly shared with other parts of the world. 
o Awareness about AICI in the region is not very high esp. about the benefits, 

certification program etc.. 
o Visa issues pertaining to international members to be taken into consideration 

before organizing international conferences. 
o Simultaneous interpretation systems for international members to be provided at 

international conferences. This has been a dampener for many members from Japan. 
This has resulted in many members withdrawing from conferences. The cost 
wouldn’t be prohibitive. 

o Language barrier is preventing many members from joining the organization esp. in 
large markets like China. Very difficult for local chapters to undertake all the 
translation on a voluntary basis. Membership in china has dropped from 60 to 38.  

o Pricing is higher than expected standards in markets like China.  
o Chinese market is highly ROI conscious. 
o Fees esp. certification fees have increased by a large amount in a short period of 

time. Renewal of certification requires payment of fees every three years which is 
not affordable. 

o Very difficult to get CEU’s because travelling and attending conferences is costly and 
unaffordable. 

o Payment of fees on internet is a problem in China (Website is in English, have not 
read instructions clearly (which is again in English)). Allow membership fees to be 
paid every three years instead of on a yearly basis. 

o Increasing fees are not in proportion to member benefits. Chapters need more 
support for the high fees that AICI is charging. This will help chapters rope in more 
members. 

o Resources like downloadable materials etc for free is required for markets in Asia 
and this is missing. Members are willing to pay but need tangible benefits. 

o Core curriculum not updated and not relevant to the region esp. areas like Etiquette 
which is currently being designed from an American perspective and is not 
applicable to Asia. Cultural considerations internationally is lacking. 

o Definition of what AICI is – a social network, education, business opportunities – 
needs to be clarified. 

o AICI needs a clear branding statement esp. on the international front. 
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• Opportunities: 

o Opportunity to hold conventions and meetings in other parts of the world like 
Singapore, China etc.. 

o Share survey findings on industry related activities with regional members and 
local chapters, through the media. This would promote brand awareness and 
promote learning and growth amongst consultants. 

o Allow regions like Asia to participate in international programs and conferences. 
o Brand recall and promotions through the local media in regions like Asia to be 

promoted. 
o Have a Chinese person on the staff and international board inorder to 

incorporate inputs from the Chinese and Asian chapters. 
• Threats: 

o Non AICI members using the AICI logo and this is of distress to current certified 
members. 

o Many members joining as “Roster” members inorder to use AICI logo and are not 
full-fledged members. 

o AICI needs to scrutinize members and their qualifications and experience. FLC 
exam can be taken by anyone without image consulting experience as well. 

o Mini associations of image consultants already forming in places like Singapore. 
AICI needs to attract and entice these groups to join in. AICI needs to give more 
benefits to such groups of image consultants. 

o Members who have not renewed their membership are still using the AICI 
affiliation. 

 

Cost effective ways to promote its brand and value of AICI certification 
 

• International survey amongst members on color, style etc..inorder to get more 
resources and information from all over the world. 

• Additional CEU’s and fee remissions for members who contributed to the education 
programs. 

• Research and development – CIMs to contribute in this direction. 
• AICI needs new trends, ideas, constant influx of information to send out to media and to 

the markets and this can happen only through constant research and development. 
• Essential to keep up with latest trends and happenings in the society and markets. 
• International committees for planning and executing strategic projects internationally 
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• A person needs to designated in every chapter who monitors the use of AICI logo and 
brand by the local membership. Proper procedures need to be outlined by AICI HQ for 
this purpose. 

• Members need to be compensated for their efforts in translating, building educational 
materials etc. 

• Build cooperation with local image consulting societies like Chinese Image consulting 
association and design a policy for the same. 

• Build local contacts partnerships and associations with businesses in the region. 
• Beijing, Shanghai, Dalian, Shenzhen etc.. in China, Tokyo, Seoul, Manila, Singapore etc.. 

 

Translations into other languages and covering translation costs: 
 

• In China there could be a part of the translation which could be done on a volunteer 
basis but members need incentives like conference attendance etc.. 

• AICI website in Chinese could prop up membership numbers in china. 
• New member videos need to be made available in regional languages like mandarin. 
• Translation is integral to an international organization. This is essential for regional 

members to be actively promote AICI and its brand in their regions. AICI needs to invest 
in translations at the minimum as an international organization. 

• Getting image consultants and members to be fully involved with AICI requires 
translations to be undertaken at the minimum. 

• Betty Chu’s (Volunteer on the international board) presence at HQ made a lot of 
difference to implementation of international initiatives. 

 

Can AICI better serve the needs of its members to build their businesses?: 
 

• Need more voices from other countries so that image consultants get to see and learn 
from members across the world. 

• Have countries in Asia as regions on the AICI website. 
• Chapter effort in Asia to have interpreters, translations etc.. and this can be supported 

by AICI provided a minimum number of members attend – almost 100 attendees at the 
Singapore conference (40 – 50 from china) because translations were offered. FLC exam 
conducted on the day of the conference. 

• Connect more with members outside of the US, more conferences outside the US, reach 
out to international chapters and understand their issues. 
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• Have a region for Asia – high potential for image consultants in the future. Asians share 
commonalities when it comes to image consulting like color style etiquette etc.. 

• Build international collaborations in respective regions. This will help build networks, 
help members with their businesses and will entice more and more members to join the 
organization like the ASTD, APSN model. 

• Asian region will require equal representation from all the countries comprising of the 
region. 

• Ambassadors for the region to be appointed and play the primary role of servicing 
members of a particular country, cost benefits to be managed for their respective 
regions and economies of scale to be taken into consideration, considerations for 
members. 
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